Ellison Die Cuts:
Inventory and location list

— DRAWER 1 —
A-Z block letters, 2 in. uppercase
A-Z block letters, 2 in. lowercase
(!) ?

— DRAWER 2 —
A-Z letters, 4 in. uppercase
A-Z letters, 4 in. lowercase

— DRAWER 3 —
Numbers 0-9 / 4 in. and 2 in.
Bookmark frog
Bookmark bookworm
Bookmark award
Bookmark pencil
Bookmark plain
Bookmark star
Tag #2

— DRAWER 4 —
Grass patch
Clouds small
Clouds big
Tree
Palm tree #1
Broccoli #1
Tiny frogs (4)
Frog #2
Frog leaping
Scorpion
Ant
Monkey #4
Parrot
Tree bare
Pelican
Diorama animals: Cows
Poppy flower
Butterfly #3
Lion #3

— DRAWER 5 —
Peek-a-boo window
FC bottom wheel
FCTOP wheel
Pop-up multi #1
Pop-up multi #2
Flash card flipper
Card, card cover A6
Card, card cover A7
3D card, plain

— DRAWER 6 —
Flexagon
Octagon/nonagon (small)
Dodecagon
Pentagon/decagon
Tangram
Rhombus
Pattern blocks
Circles: 4 in. and 1 in.
Circle: 4 in.
Attribute shapes
Rectangle
Rectangle four up
Oval
Triangle
Square: 4 in.
Square: 12 and up
Base ten blocks
Planets #1
Planets #2

— DRAWER 7 —
Circle 1/2 small
Circle 1/3 small
Circle 1/4 small
Circle 1/6 small
Circle 1/8 small
Circle 8 in. whole
Circle 1/2 big
Circle 1/3 big
Circle 1/4 big
Circle 1/6 big
Circle 1/8 big
Circle 1/10 big
Circle 1/12 big

— DRAWER 8 —
USA puzzle #1
USA puzzle #2
USA puzzle #3
USA puzzle #4
USA puzzle #5
Europe
Asia
Antarctica
Africa
North America
Australia
South America

— DRAWER 9 —
Cube, 3D large
Cube, 3D small
Hand open
Accordion fold #1
Accordion fold #2
Ice cream scoops
Ice cream cone #1
Gingerbread man
Maple leaf

— DRAWER 10 —
Fraction fringe #1
Fraction fringe 1/2
Fraction fringe 1/3
Fraction fringe 1/4
Fraction fringe 1/6
Fraction fringe 1/12
Fraction fringe 1/16
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